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Abstract
In this paper, a novel scheme of data hiding directly in the encrypted version of MPEG-4/AVC video stream is proposed, which includes
the following three parts, i.e., MPEG-4/AVC video encryption, data embedding, and data extraction. By analysing the property of
MPEG-4/AVC codec, the code words of intraprediction modes, the code words of motion vector differences, and the code words
of residual coefficients are encrypted with stream ciphers. Then, a data hider may embed additional data in the encrypted domain
by using codeword substitution technique, without knowing the original video con- tent. In order to adapt to different application
scenarios, data extraction can be done either in the encrypted domain or in the decrypted domain. Furthermore, video file size is
strictly pre- served even after encryption and data embedding. Experimental results have demonstrated the feasibility and efficiency
of the proposed scheme
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bit stream can be modified so that the encrypted bit stream with
hidden data is still a compliant compressed bit stream. The second
challenge is to insure that decrypted videos containing hidden data
can still appear to be of high visual fidelity. The third challenge
is to maintain the file size after encryption and data hiding, which
requires that the impact on compression gain is minimal. The
fourth challenge is that the hidden data can be extracted either from
the encrypted video stream or from the decrypted video stream,
which is much more applicable in practical applications. Based on
the analysis given above, we propose a novel Scheme to embed
secret data directly in compressed and then encrypted MPEG-4/
AVC bit stream. Firstly, by analysing the property of MPEG-4/
AVC codec, the code words of IPMs, the code words of MVDs,
and the code words of residual coefficients are encrypted with
a stream cipher. The encryption algorithm is combined with the
Exp-Golomb entropy coding and Context-adaptive variable-length
coding (CAVLC) which keeps the codeword length unchanged.
Then, data hiding in the encrypted domain is performed based
on anovel codeword substituting scheme. In contrast to the
existing technologies discussed above, the proposed scheme can
achieve excellent performance in the following three different
prospects.
•
The data hiding is performed directly in encrypted MPEG-4/
AVC video bit stream.
•
The scheme can ensure both the format compliance and the
strict file size preservation.
•
The scheme can be applied to two different application
scenarios by extracting the hidden data either from the
encrypted video stream or from the decrypted video stream.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe the proposed scheme, which includes three
parts, i.e., MPEG-4/AVC video encryption, data embedding
and data extraction. Experimental results are presented in
Section III. Discussion is shown in Section IV. Finally in
Section V, conclusion is drawn.

I. Introduction
As said the above mentioned works have been focused On image.
With the increasing demands of providing video Data security and
privacy protection, data hiding in encrypted MPEG-4/AVC videos
will undoubtedly become popular in the Near future. Obviously,
due to the constraint of the underlying Encryption, it is very
difficult and sometimes impossible to Transplant the existing
data hiding algorithms to the encrypted Domain. To the best of
our knowledge, there has been no Report on the implementation
of data hiding in encrypted
MPEG-4/AVC video streams. Only few joint data-hiding and
Encryption approaches that focus on video have been proposed.
For example, Amplitudes are during MPEG-4/AVC compression,
the Intra-prediction mode (IPM), and motion vector difference
(MVD) And DCT coefficients’ signs are encrypted, while DCT
coefficients’ watermarked adaptively. a combined Scheme of
encryption and watermarking is presented,
This can provide the access right as well as the authentication
of video content simultaneously. The IPMs of 4 × 4 luminance
Block, the sign bits of texture, and the sign bits of MVDs Are
encrypted, while IPM is used for watermarking. However, the
watermarked bit stream is not fully format-compliant as a Result
a standard decoder may crash since it cannot parse a Watermarked
bit stream. Concretely, the value “−2” of IPM does not exist in the
actual standard. In summary, in the Existing related technologies
encryption and data embedding are implemented almost
simultaneously during MPEG-4/AVC compression process.
However, to meet the aforementioned application requirements,
It’s necessary to perform data hiding directly in the encrypted
domain. In addition, the approaches in and do not operate on
the compressed bit stream. That is, encryption and watermark
embedding are
accomplished in the encoding process, while decryption and
watermark detection are completed in the decoding process The
compression/decompression cycle is time-consuming and hampers
real-time implementation. Besides, encryption and watermark
embedding would lead to increasing the bit-rate of MPEG-4/AVC
bitstream.Therefore, it becomes highly desirable to develop data
hiding algorithms that work entirely on encoded bit stream in
the encrypted domain However, and there are some significant
challenges for data hiding directly in compressed and encrypted
bit stream. The first challenge is to determine where and how the
© 2013, IJARCST All Rights Reserved

II. Proposed Work
This section describes the proposed scheme, the phases of data
hiding in video and their algorithms. Since a video is created from
a sequence of still images called frames, the same technique of
image data hiding can be extended to the concept of video data
hiding The cover media, here the video, is initially divided into
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multiple frames. Each of these frames is an image. The frame is
encrypted using any one of the convenient encryption mechanisms
with a frame key. The frame key is symmetric. That it, the sender
and receiver uses the same key in encryption and decryption. After
the data to be embedded is accepted, it is encrypted using a data
key. The encrypted data in binary is embedded into the frame
using algorithms specified in. At the receiver side, initially the
frame is decrypted with the frame key and the data is extracted
using algorithms in. This data is then decrypted using the same
data key
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4. SNDR_ENC (PICTURE_1, PICTURE_2)
This function is used in the algorithm to encrypt an image with
the help of another image to obtain an encrypted image.
Input: This function will take the cover image (PICTURE_1)
[Resized and Zoomed 4x] in which another image will be hidden
i.e. the target image (PICTURE_2).
Output: This function will output the stego-image as the final
image.
5. RCVR_MAIN (STEGOIMAGE)
This is the main function in our algorithm. This function will
be used in the receiver side and will call other modules of our
algorithm.
Input: This function will take StegoImage as input.
Output: It will output the decoded Image.
6. RCVR_DCD (PICTURE_1)
This function is used in the algorithm to decrypt an image with
the help of a key to obtain the final image.
Input: This function will take the StegoImage (PICTURE_1) in
which another image is hidden.
Output: This function will output the Target Image as the final
image.
III. Test Result
A. Complexity analysis of the stated algorithm
In case of space complexity at the sender end, for cover
image dimension mXn, after the zooming operation, the size
becomes 2mX2n. So, for storing this zoomed image, space
required=2m*2n=4mn, which is O(mn).The target image is then
encrypted and stored in this zoomed image, which does not alter
the space complexity. In the receiver end the decryption algorithm
performs image scan in row wise order and generate the target
image. Thus the time complexity order becomes O(mn). In case
of space complexity at the receiver end, if the received
Image size is mXn, then the Final Image is (m/2Xn/2). So, for
storing the Final Image space required=(m/2)*(n/2)=mn/4,which
is O(mn).

Fig. 2 : Sketch of the proposed scheme
A. Algorithms
1. SNDR_MAIN (Target Image, Cover Image)
This is the main function in our algorithm. This function will
also be used in the sender side and will call other modules of
our algorithm.
Input: This function will take Target Image and Cover Image as
input.
Output: It will output the encoded stego-image.

B. Test Results
Sender End:

2. RESIZE (PICTURE, SIZE)
This function is used in the algorithm to resize an image to obtain
an image of the desired size from the input image.
Input: This function will take the image, which has to be resized
along with the desired image size, which is to be obtained after
resizing.
Output: This function outputs an image of desired size.
3. ZOOM (PICTURE, SIZE)
This function is used in the algorithm to zoom an image to obtain
an image of the double size of the input image using row-column
duplication technique.
Input: This function will take the image, which has to be zoomed
along with the desired image size, which is to be obtained after
zooming.
Output: This function outputs an image of desired size.
www.ijarcst.com

Fig. 1: Cover Image (300x280)
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IV. Conclusions
The main advantage of our algorithm is that the final image can
be derived only from the StegoImage. The original cover image
is not needed for decoding the stego image. This provides less
network transmission overhead as well as less scope of suspicion
for the network intruder. Moreover this algorithm is free from size
constrains i.e. it performs well on any size of the cover image
or target image. The fourth pixel value of every quadrant of the
stego image is free and using LSB modification can use it for
transmission of additional data or DCT based method or any
other
method.
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